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2019 is the year of systemic organizational development and growth for the Crimean Tatar Resource Center (CTRC). In 2016, the “Strategy of the Crimean Tatar Resource Center 2017-2021” was developed, in 2019, the Strategy was revised, analyzed and extended to 2022, where a new goal was added to the five existing goals “Promoting the protection of the natural, cultural and human resources of Crimea” alongside the objectives of the activity, which are regarded as the fundamental principles implemented by the CTRC.

In 2019, the CTRC introduced system management, modernized accounting and changed the architecture of the website.

We realize the responsibility – our priorities have been and remain: ensuring the collective rights of the Crimean Tatar people and the individual rights of all residents of Crimea for sustainable development; implementation of human rights activities; development of draft regulatory acts; support of cultural and educational initiatives; monitoring and analysis of components of sustainable development of Crimea; the implementation of outreach activities.
We are focused on achieving the strategic goals of the Crimean Tatar Resource Center through our institutional programs, actions and events. It is this approach that guarantees the effective implementation of human rights, de-occupation and reintegration of Crimea, which were developed at strategic sessions and focus groups of the CTRC. Together with the professional community, we were able to identify the main areas for the implementation of innovative, creative projects and advocacy campaigns that take into account the interests of various audiences. Also, a program approach provides transparent management of funds and the solution of specific tasks and the achievement of measurable results.

We are teaming up with the strong ones in order to become stronger ourselves: we initiated the international movement for the de-occupation of Crimea and solidarity with the Crimean Tatar people #LIBERATECRIMEA, we are active participants of the United by the Flag international initiative, we work closely with the UN EMRIP and the UN PFII, we are members of various human rights coalitions.

In 2019, due to the assistance of the CTRC, the Latvian and Lithuanian Parliaments recognized the deportation of the Crimean Tatar people in 1944 as an act of genocide, and in 2019, the work began with another 25 countries to recognize the Deportation 1944 of the Crimean Tatar people as an act of genocide.
Another major achievement of the CTRC in 2019 was the translation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights into the Crimean Tatar language by an expert group, which was posted on the official UN resources.

We learn together with you – in parallel organizing Academy of Public Diplomacy of the Crimean Tatar people, the international summer “Freedom camp”, human rights seminars and trainings, the team of the CTRC worked on improving their activities, strategic planning and developing new creative advocacy campaigns.

We are grateful to all those who believe in the Crimean Tatar Resource Center and help us, our friends, experts and partners, for supporting the CTRC in 2019.

I am grateful to the fantastic team of the Crimean Tatar Resource Center, whose energy and efforts are really impressive. Together we shape the common future of the country, common values, wage a creative non-violent struggle for the de-occupation of Crimea and protect the rights of our citizens. And so shall it be in the future.

Eskender Bariiev
Head of the Board of the CTRC
ABOUT CRIMEAN TATAR RESOURCE CENTER
(MISSION, VISION, VALUES, GOALS)
1. About Crimean Tatar Resource Center (mission, vision, values, goals)

CRIMEAN TATAR RESOURCE CENTER

is a non-governmental organization established in 2015 to ensure the collective rights of the Crimean Tatars as the indigenous people and the individual rights of all residents of Crimea in order to achieve sustainable development.

We protect the rights of the Crimean Tatar People, draft laws and regulatory acts, support cultural, educational, advocacy and democratic initiatives related to Crimea and the Crimean Tatar people, conduct monitoring of violations of individual and collective rights in the occupied Crimea, document cases of violations, inform the international community about the situation in the occupied Crimea, ensure legal, social and humanitarian assistance to political prisoners and their families, submit appeals to the special and universal treaty bodies, conduct international information campaigns and activities aimed at maintaining the topic of Crimea in the focus, train lawyers and human rights activists and prepare new public diplomats of the Crimean Tatar people.

We believe that all the activities of the CTRC will facilitate the process of de-occupation and reintegration of Crimea.
1.1. OUR MISSION

Ensuring the collective rights of the Crimean Tatar people and the individual rights of all residents of Crimea for sustainable development:

- Implementation of human rights activities
- Development of draft regulatory acts
- Support of cultural and educational initiatives
- Monitoring and analysis of components of sustainable development of Crimea
- Implementation of outreach activities
1.2. OUR VISION

- Crimea is de-occupied, where representatives of different nationalities and religions peacefully coexist. Indigenous and human rights are protected.

- Crimea is a part of an independent democratic Ukraine with sustainable development.

- The occupied Crimea became an example of resolving frozen conflicts.
1.3. OUR VALUES

- Rule of law
- Human rights
- Non-violent struggle
- Sustainability
- Indigenous rights

WE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

- Protection of the rights of indigenous peoples of Crimea and their representatives
- Preserving and developing the national identity of the indigenous peoples of Crimea and national minorities
- Protection of individual human rights and support of political prisoners and their families
- Protection of the Crimean resources as the homeland of indigenous peoples
- Fighting against discrimination
1.4. OUR GOALS

**UNTIL THE DE-OCCUPATION:**

1. Supporting residents of the occupied Crimea.
2. Protecting the rights of indigenous peoples and their identity.
3. Ensuring the non-recognition of the attempted annexation of Crimea and support for the de-occupation of Crimea at the international level.
4. The preparation of the reintegration of Crimea and the Crimean Tatar people after the de-occupation.
5. Promoting the protection of the natural, cultural and human resources of Crimea.

**AFTER THE DE-OCCUPATION:**

6. Active participation in the reintegration of Crimea and the Crimean Tatar people into Ukraine.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CTRC
2. Organizational structure and development of the CTRC

The Team of the Crimean Tatar Resource Center during the opening of the exhibition «Hostages of the occupation» (from left to right: Tetiana Podvorniak, Feride Kurtmamedova, Eskender Barieva, Zarema Barieva, Elvir Sahirman, Anton Opanasesko, Liudmyla Koratkykh) Kyiv, Ukraine 26/02/2020
The highest governing body of the Crimean Tatar Resource Center is **THE GENERAL MEETING**, which today has 37 members. It is responsible for making strategic decisions about the activities of the organization, as well as for forming the Supervisory Council and the Board. The General Meeting gathers once a year.

**THE SUPERVISORY COUNCIL** is a collective body that oversees the activities of the Board. It consists of 5 people who are elected by the General Meeting. The Members of the organization are not eligible to be elected to the Supervisory Council. It gathers at least once a year.

**THE BOARD** is the governing, permanent collegial body. The Board consists of the Chairman of the Board and the members of the Board. The Board is elected by the General Meeting for a term of 5 years, consisting of not less than 3 persons. The Board, headed by the Chairman of the Board, participates in the development of the Strategy and coordinates the ongoing activities of the organization.
THE SPECIALIZED EXPERT COUNCILS are advisory bodies that are formed on a permanent or temporary basis to conduct expert evaluation, provide recommendations and suggestions that contribute to the achievement of the purpose of the organization. Decisions on the formation or liquidation of the Expert Council, its quantitative and personal composition are taken at a meeting of the Board. Today, there are two Specialized Expert Councils within the structure of the CTRC: the Legal Expert Council and the Expert Council on the Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development of Crimea.

Since 2020, the organization has introduced the position of THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR – a permanent executive body. The Executive Director is appointed to the position by the Chairman of the Board with the consent of the Board. The Executive Director’s competence includes: managing current projects; managing recruited staff; implementation of activities within the programs and projects in accordance with the approved plans and budgets; ensuring accountability of employees to statutory management bodies and implementation of internal regulatory documents.

The organization has A NETWORK OF VOLUNTEERS AND ACTIVISTS both in Ukraine and abroad. One of the priority fields of activity of the organization is cooperation with Vernadsky Taurida National University, which was displaced from Crimea. Students of this university regularly take internships at the CTRC, become volunteers and employees of the organization.
In its activities, the Crimean Tatar Resource Center is guided by **THE ORGANIZATION’S CHARTER**, internal regulations, rules and procedures. Each employee of the organization has its own job duties and responsibilities description.

Within the framework of organizational development of the CTRC, **THE STRATEGY OF THE CRIMEAN TATAR RESOURCE CENTER FOR 2017-2021** was developed. In December 2019 the Strategy was revised and extended until 2022. In 2019, the organization introduced system management, modernized accounting, and changed the architecture of the website. The organization is currently working on development of a communication strategy and a fundraising plan.

Employees of the organization underwent a training program within the framework of the initial institutional grant from the Environmental Policy and Advocacy Initiative for Ukraine from March 2019 to February 2020. Also, employees of the organization regularly participate in trainings in accordance with their field of work, in order to improve their competence and qualification.
AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
3. Awards and achievements

3.1. AWARDS

Certificate of gratitude from the Mission of the President of Ukraine in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea for organizing the football tournament «Football against racism»

Certificate of completion of the curriculum within the framework of the initial institutional grant of the Environmental Policy and Advocacy Initiative for Ukraine

Certificate of gratitude from the personnel of the Naval Aviation Brigade for the support of the Ukrainian Army
3.2. THE BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CTRC

Implemented and continues to implement 12 PROJECTS.

Contributed to the collection of 216 TESTIMONIES in the frame of criminal proceedings of recognizing Deportation 1944 as an act of genocide.

Submitted 72 APPEALS, reports, reports to the universal and regional mechanisms of human rights protection (ECHR, EMRIP, UN Special Rapporteurs, OSCE, UN Committee, CPT, etc.).

Contributed to THE RECOGNITION OF THE DEPORTATION 1944 as an act of genocide by the Latvian and Lithuanian Parliaments.

2 PEOPLE were nominated by the CTRC for the Euromaidan SOS Volunteer Award (Marlen Asanov) and the Prize of the Platform of European Memory and Conscious (Ilmi Umerov) were awarded.

Raised UAH 20,000 through charity events, a laptop and 2 tablets were donated to the children of political prisoners, the killed and the missing during the occupation period of Crimea.

340 PEOPLE were trained in the frame of trainings and educational programs of the CTRC.

> 150,000 PEOPLE were informed about the situation in the occupied Crimea through the electronic media resources of the CTRC (website, Facebook pages, Twitter).
STATISTICS IN NUMBERS FROM 2016 TO 2019
4.1. CTRC ORGANIZED

- **25** exhibitions
- More than **400** meetings
- **17** side events
- **114** trainings, attended by 1860 people
- **4** International Summer Camps “Freedom Camp” attended by 110 participants
- **11** sessions of the Academy of Public Diplomacy of the Crimean Tatar people, attended by 60 people
- **22** public events (rallies, marches, forums, etc.)
5. Statistics in numbers from 2016 to 2019

- 5 public hearings
- 16 round tables
- 34 press conferences
- 64 events within the framework of the #LiberateCrimea international civil society movement
- 6 information campaigns
- 1 contest “My Dad is a Hero!”
- 1 football tournament “Football against racism”
- 1 charity auction “Charity Dating Auction”
4.2. CTRC PREPARED

- 97 informational video clips
- 30 blogs
- 17 booklets
- 3 strategies
- The draft law “On Indigenous Peoples of Ukraine”
- 58 analyses on the human rights situation in the occupied Crimea
- 6 information guidelines for people in the occupied Crimea
- 185 portraits of political prisoners, the killed and the missing during the occupation period of Crimea
- 28 posters on de-occupation of Crimea in the frame of #LIBERATECRIMEA
- 3 documentary films
- 5 exhibitions, 1 of which is in e-format in 10 languages
4. Statistics in numbers from 2016 to 2019

4.3. CTRC PARTICIPATED IN

- 31 international forums, conferences, events
- More than 160 partner events in Ukraine

AND ALSO CTRC

- Published more than 4000 materials about the situation in the occupied Crimea
- More than 1200 people have received qualified legal consultation
More than **280** people received qualified legal assistance, including legal support in the courts in obtaining documents of Ukrainian origin by the residents of the occupied Crimea.

Contributed to the judicial investigation of the criminal proceedings following the Deportation of the Crimean Tatar people in 1944, in particular, to the interrogation of victims of Deportation by investigating judges.

Made **14** public statements on the situation in Crimea.

Provided more than **1/4** of the evidence of violations of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination in Crimea in the case of Ukraine vs the Russian Federation in the UN International Court of Justice.
OUR PARTNERS
5. Our partners

- Open Society Foundations
- European Endowment for Democracy
- International Renaissance Foundation
- Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in Ukraine and Belarus
- United States Embassy in Ukraine
- Estonian Institute of Human Rights
- Mejlis of the Crimean Tatar people
- British Embassy in Ukraine
5. Our partners

Embassy of the Republic of Lithuania in Ukraine

Embassy of Sweden in Ukraine

Freedom House

International Republican Institute

Konrad Adenauer Foundation

Environmental Policy and Advocacy Initiative for Ukraine

Estonia Development Cooperation

Ukraine Crisis Media Center
OUR TEAM
6. Our team

ESKENDER BARIIEV
Head of the Board

ZAREMA BARIIEVA
Manager

ELVIR SAHIRMAN
Communications Manager

LIUDMYLA KOROTKYKH
Manager

TETIANA PODVORNIAK
Communications Manager

VIKTORIIA LIALIUSHKO
Accountant

ANTON OPANASENKO
Lawyer
7.1. PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE OCCUPIED CRIMEA

In order to protect individual rights, the CTRC systematically conducts monitoring of human rights violations in the occupied Crimea, based on it, a monthly, quarterly and the annual “Analysis of human rights violations in the occupied Crimea” is published. In total, 16 analyses were prepared during the year.
The material collected is also the basis for preparing and submitting relevant applications, appeals and reports to the international and regional human rights protection mechanisms. For over 2019, the CTRC has prepared 24 documents, including an input to the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to peaceful assembly and freedom of association on the topic: “The impact of restrictions to the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association in development”; contributions for the study of the UN Working Group on Enforced and Involuntary Disappearances on the topic: “Standards and public policies for an effective investigation of enforced disappearances”; 3 OSCE reports, 18 additions to ECHR cases previously submitted.
7. CTRC activity report 2019

Round table in “Ukrinform”. “75th anniversary of the deportation of the Crimean Tatar people: consequences and perspective of recognition it as an act of genocide by the judicial authorities of Ukraine”.

Kyiv, Ukraine
16/05/2019
The CTRC also cooperates with state authorities of Ukraine to ensure and protect the rights of Ukrainian citizens in Crimea including the Main Directorate of the National Police in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol, the Prosecutor’s Office of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the Department of International Police Cooperation of the National Police of Ukraine, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, Ministry of Defense of Ukraine, Ministry of Temporarily Occupied Territories and IDPs, Ministry of Social Policy, Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection, Mission of the President of Ukraine in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and others.
The CTRC advocates the adoption of analogue laws of the Magnitsky Act in the Western countries, as well as the possibility of applying analogue laws in countries where it is accepted for bringing to justice those involved in human rights violations in the occupied Crimea. In 2019, a number of meetings were held with the representatives of embassies in Ukraine, as well as a roundtable in Vienna with the participation of Austrian politicians and the public.
One of the main goals of the CTRC is to protect and realize the collective rights of the indigenous Crimean Tatar people. In 2019, representatives of the organization actively participated in the 18th session of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, the 12th session of the UN Expert Mechanism Rights of Indigenous Peoples and met with the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples.
In 2019, the CTRC sent 2 documents to the EMRIP, one of which was “Study on indigenous peoples’ rights in the context of borders, consequences of migration and displacement.” There was also communication with the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. In 2019, the CTRC sent 3 reports to the OSCE on the violation of the rights of the Crimean Tatar people. Within the framework of the “OSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting” CTRC held a side event where special attention was paid to the rights of the Crimean Tatars to the mineral and biological resources of the Black and Azov Seas. In addition, in 2019, the Head of the CTRC Board participated in the UNITAR training program “Enhancing the conflict prevention and peacemaking capacities of indigenous peoples’ representatives”.


New York, USA 22/04/2019

Eskender Bariiev at the UNITAR 2019 training program «Enhancing the conflict prevention and peacemaking capacities of indigenous peoples’ representatives".

Geneva, Switzerland 26/07/2019
Another major achievement of the CTRC in 2019 was the translation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights into the Crimean Tatar language by the expert group and posting it on the UN official resources.
The CTRC annually holds thematic events dedicated to the International Day of the World’s Indigenous Peoples. In 2019, a round table on the topic “Indigenous peoples’ rights in Ukraine and the world: challenges and perspectives” was held. Before the Human Rights Day, the CTRC, together with the Pylyp Orlyk Institute for Democracy organized a thematic workshop “How to ensure indigenous peoples' rights in Ukraine?” within the framework of the National Human Rights Non-conference the recommendations were drawn up for the authorities and civil society of Ukraine.
As part of the law making activity, the CTRC in 2019 presented, together with the experts of the CTRC Legal Expert Council, a draft law on “Indigenous Peoples of Ukraine”, which was formally sent to the Office of the President of Ukraine.
7.3. RECOGNITION OF DEPORTATION 1944 AS AN ACT OF GENOCIDE

Another important area of activity of the CTRC is to promote the recognition of the Deportation of the Crimean Tatar people in 1944 as an act of genocide. This work is conducted in two directions: political recognition and legal recognition (court decision). In 2019, with the assistance of the CTRC, the Latvian and Lithuanian Parliaments recognized the Deportation of the Crimean Tatar people in 1944 as an act of genocide, and in 2019 the work with 25 countries as for the recognition the Deportation of the Crimean Tatar people as an act of genocide has been commenced.
Death Train 2
painting by Rustem Eminov
Back in 2015 criminal proceedings were opened under the article “genocide” of the Criminal Code of Ukraine on the Deportation of the Crimean Tatar people in 1944, and investigative actions still continue. The CTRC actively cooperates with the Prosecutor’s Office of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and assists in the investigation of this case. With this aim, in 2019, the CTRC organized 5 lectures-discussions at the leading universities of Ukraine “75th anniversary of the Deportation of the Crimean Tatar people: consequences and perspective of its recognition by the judicial authorities of Ukraine” and held a round table with the participation of investigators, lawyers, experts and others.
7.4. #LIBERATECRIMEA MOVEMENT

As one of the founders of the #LIBERATECRIMEA international civil society movement for the de-occupation of Crimea and solidarity with the Crimean Tatar people, the CTRC is actively involved in this movement.
In 2019 at 5th anniversary of the occupation of Crimea, #LIBERATECRIMEA activists held 28 rallies, pickets and flash mobs in different cities of the world and in Ukraine, urging to unite efforts for the de-occupation of Crimea, restoration of the territorial integrity of Ukraine, protection of human rights in the occupied Crimea and the implementation of the collective rights of the Crimean Tatars in their homeland, the activists also opened an exhibition of #LIBERATECRIMEA posters in Chongar and, together with the Ministry of Information Policy of Ukraine, launched a citylight campaign in Kyiv.
Citylight campaign in Kyiv with the posters of the international civil society movement #LIBERATECRIMEA dedicated to the 5th anniversary of resistance to the Russian aggression against Ukraine.

Opening of the exhibition of posters of the international movement for the de-occupation of Crimea and solidarity with the Crimean Tatar people #LIBERATECRIMEA in the service zone of the Chongar checkpoint on the administrative border with the occupied Crimea.

16/03/2019
Concert “Crimean Echo in Lviv” was organized at the Lviv Organ Hall dedicated to the 5th anniversary of resistance to the occupation of Crimea. In Kyiv, together with the Liberal Democratic League of Ukraine, a charity music festival “Songs for Freedom” was held, where a sum of 10,000 UAH was raised for children of political prisoners of Crimea.
Activists of the international movement #LIBERATECRIMEA handing a «Black mark» to a representative of one of eight candidates for president of Ukraine whose programs lacked information about Crimea and who did not respond to the call to voice their position as for the occupation of Crimea etc.

Kyiv, Ukraine 28/03/2019

Eskender Barieiev on air of «UA: First» in the framework of the campaign «Candidate, tell: who does Crimea belong to?» handing a «Black mark» to candidates for president of Ukraine Serhiy Kaplin and Oleksandr Moroz.

Kyiv, Ukraine 18/03/2019
In order to attract the attention of the Ukrainian and European public and politicians to the issues of de-occupation of Crimea, violation of human rights in the occupied Crimea and realization of the collective rights of the indigenous Crimean Tatar people, the following campaigns were launched in 2019: “Candidate for President of Ukraine, tell: who does Crimea belong to?”, “#European Parliament: candidates, tell: who does Crimea belong to?”, “Candidate to Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, tell: who does Crimea belong to?”. 

Press conference in Ukraine Crisis Media Center dedicated to the results of campaign “Candidate for President of Ukraine, tell: who does Crimea belong to?”. Kyiv, Ukraine 29/03/2019

Press conference in «Glavcom» dedicated to the presentation of campaign “#European Parliament: candidates, tell: who does Crimea belong to?”. Kyiv, Ukraine 13/05/2019
In 2019, the campaign “United by the Flag – #LIBERATECRIMEA” in the frame of which the Crimean Tatar flag traveled to 28 countries and 4 continents within 9 months. The campaign was finalized by the international forum “United by the Flag – #LIBERATECRIMEA” and the rally on June 26 dedicated to the Day of the Crimean Tatar Flag. Following the campaign, an exhibition was opened about the Crimean Tatar flag travelling around the world and a manifesto of the international movement #LIBERATECRIMEA was developed.
Procession along Khreshchatyk street in the frame of the campaign «United by the flag – #LIBERATECRIMEA», dedicated to the Day of the Crimean Tatar flag.

Kyiv, Ukraine 26/06/2019
Rally «United by the flag – #LIBERATECRIMEA» in the American Association of Crimean Turks.
New York, USA 15/12/2018

Rally «United by the flag – #LIBERATECRIMEA». Brussels, Belgium 24/02/2019
International Forum «United by the flag -#LIBERATECRIMEA» at the column hall of Kyiv City State Administration, dedicated to the Day of the Crimean Tatar flag and results of the campaign.

Kyiv, Ukraine 26/06/2019
In 2019, 4 focus groups were held with the experts in the frame of developing Strategy of the International Civil Society Movement #LIBERATECRIMEA.

Kyiv, Ukraine 15-16/01/2019

Ankara, Turkey 18/01/2019
7.5. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

As part of the educational activities of the CTRC, the International Summer Camp “Freedom Camp” is held annually, the participants of which work on new ideas of nonviolent resistance to the occupation of Crimea. In 2019, 20 activists from the mainland Ukraine, the occupied Crimea and European countries participated in the camp.
As part of the implementation of the Strategy of Public Diplomacy of the Crimean Tatars, the CTRC systematically works on the preparation of public diplomats of the Crimean Tatars. In 2019, 20 more people were educated in the Academy of Public Diplomacy of the Crimean Tatar people.
In 2019 the CTRC, together with the IRI, held two “Academies of Political Leadership” for 40 IDPs from the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol, where they prepared a new generation of responsible and effective political leaders aimed at developing their territorial communities and Ukraine in general.
“Academy of political leadership” for internally displaced persons from Crimea.
Kherson, Ukraine 21-22/12/2019
7.6. INFORMING UKRAINIAN SOCIETY ABOUT THE SITUATION IN THE OCCUPIED CRIMEA

In 2019, the CTRC continued active informing Ukrainian society about the situation in the occupied Crimea, using various channels of communication.

- Interviews: 84
- Video clips: 5
- Blogs: 30
- Booklets: 2
- Posters: 18
- Photo reports: 10
- Participation in events: 52
- Publications: 2002
- Press conferences: 17
INTERVIEWS

Interview with Eskender Bariiev on the TV channel «Pryamoy»

Interview with Elvir Sahirman on the TV channel «ATR»

Interview with Liudmyla Korotkykh on the TV channel «UA: Crimea»

Interview with Zarema Barieeva on the TV channel «UA: Vinnitsa»
Screenshot of the video clip, dedicated to the «United by the flag -#LIBERATECRIMEA» campaign

Screenshot of the video clip, where the participants of the International Summer Camp «Freedom Camp» congratulated on the Navy Day of Ukraine and demanded to execute the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea and to release Ukrainian POW sailors
BLOGS

Screenshots of the #LIBERATECRIMEA video blog
BOOKLETS

Booklet with the Crimean Tatar translation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, prepared by the expert group on the initiative of the Crimean Tatar Resource Center with the support of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in Ukraine and Belarus.

Booklet «Time to free political prisoners of Crimea», developed by the Crimean Tatar Resource Center with the support of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in Ukraine and Belarus.
Posters of the international movement #LIBERATECRIMEA, dedicated to the 5th anniversary of resistance to the occupation of Crimea by Russia.
PHOTO REPORTS

Rally «Ukraine, remember: Crimea is occupied», dedicated to the 5th anniversary of resistance to the occupation of Crimea by Russia, within the international civil society movement #LIBERATECRIMEA.
Kyiv, Ukraine 27/02/2019

International Forum «United by the flag – #LIBERATECRIMEA» dedicated to the Day of the Crimean Tatar flag.
Kyiv, Ukraine 26/06/2019

Veteran of the Crimean Tatar national movement on a rally dedicated to the 75th Anniversary of the Deportation of the Crimean Tatar people.
Kyiv, Ukraine 18/05/2019

Activists of the international movement #LIBERATECRIMEA during the procession dedicated to the Day of the Crimean Tatar flag.
Kyiv, Ukraine 26/06/2019
PARTICIPATION IN EVENTS

Eskender Bariiev at the 5th International Forum «Occupied Crimea: 5 Years of Resistance».
Kyiv, Ukraine
27/02/2019

Eskender Bariiev at the Meeting of the NATO-Ukraine Commission at NATO Headquarters.
Brussels, Belgium
06/03/2019

Zarema Bariieva at the 18th session of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues.
New York, USA
27/04/2019

Liudmyla Korotkykh at OSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting.
Warsaw, Poland
20/09/2019
Screenshots of the website of the Crimean Tatar Resource Center
7. CTRC activity report 2019

Press briefing in Ukraine Crisis Media Center «Edem Bekirov: the life of the Crimean Tatar activist in Simferopol pre-trial detention center is under threat».
Kyiv, Ukraine 06/02/2019

Press conference in Ukraine Crisis Media Center «Analysis of human rights violations in the occupied Crimea over 9 months of 2019».
Kyiv, Ukraine 23/10/2019

Activists of the International movement #LIBERATECRIMEA handed the flag of Ukrainian Naval Forces to the relatives of POW sailors, which within the framework of the campaign «United by the flag – #LIBERATECRIMEA» together with the Crimean Tatar flag visited more than 20 countries.
Kyiv, Ukraine 10/07/2019

Press conference in Glavcom, where the Crimean Tatar Resource Center declared about the beginning of the work over the official translation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights into the Crimean Tatar language.
Kyiv, Ukraine 21/02/2019
7.7. INTERNATIONAL ADVOCACY

In order to inform the international community about the situation in Crimea, in 2019, the CTRC held 12 meetings with representatives of embassies and international organizations in Ukraine.
In 2019, the CTRC participated in 6 international forums, conferences and events where recommendations for the Government of Ukraine, the Russian Federation and the international community were presented. Within the framework of these events, the CTRC organized 3 side events in 2019. The result of this activity was the adoption of a number of resolutions on Crimea by the international organizations.
Eskender Barıiev with representatives of the world’s indigenous peoples in support of the Crimean Tatar people at the 12th Session of the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

Geneva, Switzerland 18/07/2019

Introductory statement by Elvir Sahirman about the situation in the occupied Crimea in the frame of «Parteien, Vereine, bürgerinitiativen, soziale Bewegungen – Stabilitätsanker der Demokratie».

Braunschweig, Germany 10/10/2019
Eskender Barieiev,
Liudmyla Korotkykh and
Feride Useinova at the
18th session of the UN
Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues.
New York, USA 22/04/2019

Zarema Barieeva at
2019 Human Dimension
Implementation Meeting
(OSCE).
Warsaw, Poland
19/09/2019
7.8. INFORMING ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATION IN THE OCCUPIED CRIMEA

A relatively new area of activity of the CTRC is the systematic monitoring of the environment in the occupied Crimea. In order to protect it, in its monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual analyses of human rights violations in the occupied Crimea, the CTRC separately covers violations of environmental rights.
The CTRC sent a report to the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

In Simferopol District, emissions from industrial enterprises pollute the atmosphere for a year and a half.

Ukrainian hostages in Russia and maritime security. Statement on further exacerbation of threats for human dimension in Ukrainian maritime sector.

Liquid waste discharged into the sea in Feodosiya. Residents of the city demand the beach to be closed.

Ukrainian seafarers and fishermen as labour migrants and victims of injudicious state policy and Russian aggression against Ukraine.

Maritime search and rescue on Azov and Black seas in modern conditions. Ongoing violation of indigenous peoples' rights on mineral and biologic sources in waters around Crimea.

Modern risks for Ukrainian seafarers and fishermen in OSCE region.
The information received during the monitoring is sent to the international organizations and society during participation in the international forums, conferences, meetings. In addition, in 2019, the CTRC published 4 blogs covering environmental issues in the occupied Crimea.
In order to improve our activity in this area, experts from the Expert Council of the CTRC on Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development of Crimea developed a methodology for monitoring and analysis of the environment in the occupied Crimea in 2019.
In 2019, the CTRC received 2,332,309 UAH from the following sources:

- **Open Society Foundation**: 1,039,445.91 UAH (44.57%)
- **Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Estonia**: 467,392.84 UAH (20.04%)
- **Democracy Grants Program of the US Embassy to Ukraine**: 351,362.55 UAH (15.07%)
- **International Renaissance Foundation**: 1,039,445.91 UAH (20.32%)

*All amounts are indicated in UAH*
Funds received in the total amount of 2 018 492,00 UAH were used to cover the following expenses:

- Business trips of team members: 513 602,99
- Fees of experts, coaches, authors, researchers etc.: 454 086,47
- Administrative expenses (rent, communications, bank, stationery and other office expenses): 409 238,39
- Salary of full-time employees: 169 427,56
- Events (trainings, round tables, etc.): 152 481,62
- Communication (Website, social networks, media, video, design, visualization): 110 662,11
- Taxes, social contributions: 100 127,32
- Equipment: 93 765,54
- Publications: 8 500,00
- Translations: 6 400,00

*All amounts are indicated in UAH
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